Завдання на 5 балів
16.

КОНКУРС «ГРИНВІЧ -2011»

Fill in the blanks in the text with the appropriate synonyms: «Stories …

11 клас

up by fiction writers may only seem fantastic. The wealth of our country is …
by the labour of all the people. The German engineer Rudolf Diesel … the
Diesel engine. She … a new logo for the company». Choose the write

sequence of synonyms. Mind that each word should be used once only.
Завдання на 3 бали

а) to create, to make, to invent, to design;
б) to invent, to make, to design, to create;
в) to make, to create, to invent, to design;
г) to make, to invent, to design, to create.
17.

б)

в)

2.

You see a notice: «Our hotel allows for an early check-in».
Does it mean that:

One of the most popular Sunday dishes for the Englishmen is a «joint».
It is usually served with:
а) tomato and cucumbers;
б) potatoes and peas;

20.

3.

4.

в) onion and garlic;
г) cereals.

в) Alfred Hall;
г) The Tate Gallery.
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You are planning a trip to Great Britain in a travel agency.
You would like to visit Edinburgh and Glasgow.
Choose the phrase which will express your request best:
а) Please, make sure either Edinburgh or Glasgow is part of the trip;
б) Please, make sure neither Edinburgh nor Glasgow are part of the trip;
в) Please, make sure both Edinburgh and Glasgow are part of the trip;
г) Please, make sure both Edinburgh and Glasgow is part of the trip.
Your Mom asked you to go to the grocery store for some eggs.
Choose the phrase which explains why you need to do it:
а) There are few eggs in the refrigerator;
б) There is a few eggs in the refrigerator;
в) There is little egg in the refrigerator;
г) There is a little egg in the refrigerator.

You are planning to visit a museum of International Modern and
Contemporary Art in London. Where will you go?
а) The National Gallery;
б) Covent Garden;

You see a notice «Refreshment Room» at а Railway Station.
You will go there if:
а) you need to wash your hands;
б) you want to have a snack;
в) you need a place to sit and wait for the train;
г) you want to buy some medicine.

г)

а) you can book a room earlier than in other hotels;
б) you are not allowed to come to the hotel before some appointed time;
в) you can arrive before 12.00 in the afternoon;
г) you can leave the hotel after 12.00 in the afternoon.
19.

You hear the beginning of the poem «To be or not to be – that is
the question». What Shakespearian work does it come from:
а) «Othello»; б) «King Lear»; в) «Hamlet»; г) «Romeo and Juliet».

Your penpal from Great Britain wrote to you that his country’s flag
was not represented in the «Union Jack». Look at the flags and choose
the country he (she) is from?
а)

18.

1.

5.

You see a new English teacher for the first time.
You have to introduce yourself.
Choose the best formal question which you can use in this situation:
а) How do you do?
б) How are things today?

в) How are you doing?
г) What is going on?

Завдання на 4 бали
6.

The British Empire started in the Middle Ages and lasted till
the XXth century. Now almost all the countries which were part of
the British Empire are united in what we know as:
а) The Commonwealth of Nations;
б) United Nations’ Organization;
в) National Atlantic Treaty Organisation;
г) The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

7.

10.

а) GCSE;
11.

12.

9.

в) GCCE;

г) GSCE.

б) Sir;

в) Mister;

г) Executive.

Which of the sentences is an accurate transform of the «These big
houses over here were built 3 months ago» – into indirect speech?
She informed that:
а) those big houses over here had been built 3 months before;
б) those big houses over here had built 3 months before;
в) those big house over there had been built 3 months before;
г) those big houses over there had been built 3 months before.

13.

You are going to write a covering letter.
What if the aim of this type of writing:
а) to inquire about something;
б) to apologize for something;
в) to give information about something;
г) to confirm something.

14.
8.

б) GSE;

You have received a letter from Great Britain. The first line in
the sender’s address contains the following: R. S. Jones, Esq.
What does Esq. mean?
а) Lord;

Choose the grammatically right way of describing fauna in Great
Britain:
а) There used to be a lot of deer and fishes on the island of Great
Britain but now you will sooner come across some domestic
animals like swine, geese and hen;
б) There used to be a lot of deer and fish on the island of Great Britain
but now you will sooner come across some domestic animals like
swine, geese and hens;
в) There used to be a lot of deer and fish on the island of Great Britain
but now you will sooner come across some domestic animals like
swines, geese and hens;
г) There used to be a lot of deer and fish on the island of Great Britain
but now you will sooner come across some domestic animals like
swine, goose and hens.

At the age of 16 British students pass an examination which is called:

You see an advertisement in a British newspaper which says:

You have overheard a conversation about «an activity of any kind
for which a person has the necessary qualification and training».
What were the speakers talking about?

«International technical program is looking for a ________________
with minimum 4 years post-qualification experience, from common law
background, to work in a legal department of development in
agricultural sector».

а) profession;

Who is the company looking for?

б) job;

в) trade;

г) occupation.

а) development officer;
б) agricultural engineer;

Fill in the blank spaces with appropriate articles – a (an), the, zero:
«If you listen to ___ music and play ___ guitar, you must have ___ ear
for ___ music».

Choose the right sequence of articles among the suggested options:
а) zero, the, an, the;
б) zero, the, an, zero;

в) the, the, an, zero;
г) zero, the, the, zero.

15.

в) technical engineer;
г) commercial lawyer.

Four big peoples were the founders of Great Britain: Welsh, English,
Irish, Scottish. What is the order of their joining in the UK:
а) English, Welsh, Scottish, Irish;
б) English, Welsh, Irish, Scottish;

в) English, Irish, Welsh, Scottish;
г) Scottish, English, Welsh, Irish.

